Is it possible to enjoy the benefits of pure CBD Oil and still pass a drug test? Absolutely! It is time to educate yourself regarding the uses of CBD Oil.

(Newswire.net -- October 3, 2017) Kaysville, Utah -- Educated people understand CBD Oil is the hottest health trend that is here to stay.

Today’s healthy consumers generally educate themselves on the important research findings on new health products. Disappointedly, we have found that many people avoid the health benefits of CBD oil because of prior misunderstandings or limited information. Our goal is to answer some commonly asked questions regarding CBD Oil.

We asked Mike and Jennie Carlson, the founders of Green HoriZen, a major provider of CBD oil, to help answer some these questions. See below as they share their expertise and informative facts regarding this family of products.

**Top 5 Questions Asked**

1- **Is it marijuana?**

NO, it is not marijuana. Marijuana is the dried leaves, flowers and stems of the Cannabis plant. CBD Oil is found in both the Cannabis plant and the Hemp plant. Cannabis has high levels of THC and low levels of CBD. Hemp has high levels of CBD and low levels of THC. THC is the psychoactive compound found in the Cannabis plant. We get our CBD oil from the Hemp plant and extract all of the THC out of it.

2- **Is it legal and will I pass a drug test if I use your CBD Oil?**

A – CBD Oil from Industrial Hemp is legal and has Never been illegal. CBD oil is legal in all 50 states which means we are able to legally ship our products to any State.

B – Yes, you will pass a drug test if you use our CBD Oil. Drug tests check for THC levels. Green HoriZen CBD Oil has 0 THC. Zero THC means that you don’t have to worry when you are asked to participate in a drug test.

3- **Will I get high?**

Fortunately for some, and unfortunately for others, (we don’t judge which one you are) you will not get high on CBD Oil. THC is the psychoactive compound that creates the euphoria known as the ‘high’ from the cannabis plant. Since we extract all the THC out of our oil you won’t have to worry about getting high.
4- **What are the uses for CBD Oil?**

This is one of those questions we have to be super careful answering because the FDA does not regulate the uses of CBD Oil (and we don’t want them to). We can’t make any claims to say that it can help heal, prevent or treat anything. We can say that CBD Oil is a supplement that is good for overall health and wellness. We can also share the testimonials we have received from 100’s of customers telling us how they are getting their life back. Many have reported greater mobility with less aches and pains. We hear from customers that are sleeping better and are more focused and alert. It makes us happy to hear from our customers that have a decrease in stress levels and a greater sense of well-being. We hear these stories and so many more. “We wish we could tell you how it’s helped people stop having seizures, decreased or completely gotten rid of tumors, and how people with autoimmune disorders are able to stop taking most of their meds, but I can’t because the FDA hasn’t approved it yet…but keep in mind they HAVE approved the Twinkie!!??”

5- **Where does it come from?**

Due to differing regulations from State to State regarding the growing and harvesting of the Hemp plant it is necessary to import industrial hemp. We import our hemp from Europe; specifically, Switzerland and Austria. We occasionally import hemp from Canada as well. We choose these countries due to their strict NO GMO laws. We continue to work with local leaders to change current legislation restricting the use of farm land for the harvesting of the Hemp plant.

At Green HoriZen we tease that Hemp stands for **Helping Educate Misinformed People** and that’s basically what we do. We answer those 5 questions every time someone finds out that we sell CBD Oil.

**Green HoriZen oil is the purest oil on the market.**

CBD Oil isn’t FDA regulated so the current Industry standard of CBD Oil purity is only 25%!

**Green HoriZen has taken the extra steps to get 99.4% pure CBD Oil.** We focus on this purity level because it’s important to us that our customers are receiving the best possible product. We also 3rd party test our oil 3 times before it even touches our bottles. We test for solvents, contaminants, heavy metals, molds, THC and CBD content. We are proud to show our lab tests with the world!

**When speaking with Green HoriZen, we discovered the many products that are available, in addition to the oil.**

Here are just a few:

- CBD Infused Bath Bomb
- 100% organic, natural CBD infused Lip Balm
- Chronic Relief – ache and Pain Salve
- CBD infused Beard Oil
- Respiratory Cleanse

You may go to the [Green HoriZen web site](http://www.greenhorizen.com) to see more products.

**About Mike and Jennie Carlson:**
Mike suffered from anxiety for a long time. He always struggled with using pharmaceuticals that make him feel like a zombie. The mile-long list of possible sides effects seemed worse than his anxiety. He had heard great things about marijuana but as a father and law-abiding citizen he was concerned about the legality of it. He did some research and found that CBD Oil from industrial Hemp had the same benefits, if not more than marijuana, and it was totally legal. Mike started taking CBD Oil and immediately started to notice several changes. He was actually having dreams. It's not that the CBD oil made him have dreams; but it helped him get into a deep enough sleep so that he could dream again. He found he wasn’t having as many aches and pains when he woke up. He had more focus and a better attention span. His energy levels balanced and his blood sugars leveled out. He knew this was where the future of natural supplements was going to go and he wanted to be part of the movement. The universe supported him in this endeavor. He was approached by a man who manufactured the oil but needed help distributing it. Mike was ready and willing to help. This is how Green Horizon was born.
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